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Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   9 September 2014 

Zutphen Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Marie´s MeetingPlace 
               Lievevrouwestraat 22 
               7201 NG, Zutphen 
               0575-543715 /  06-12295443 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -     14 October 2014 
                             4 November 2014 
                             9 December 2014 

 
  
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   25 September 2014 

Amsterdam Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Through the Looking Glass 
               Vespuccistraat 134 
               1056 SV Amsterdam 
                06-14047105 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

  Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -    16 October 2014 
                          30 October 2014   
                           11 December 2014 

                       
 
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   22 September 2014 

Amersfoort Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Mens en Intuitie  
                  Stovestraat 25 
                   3811 KA Amersfoort 
                   06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

   Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -    13 October 2014 
                            3 November 2014 
                            8 December 2014 



   
A Metaphysical Healing Utilizing High Magic and the 

Path of the Soul’s Journey Through the Planetary 
Spheres 

 
 

1) A short Hello - Special Introduction to new participants; 
 
2) Place names in bowl for long distance healing;  
 
3) Set up the healing space - (Call in our angels, guides and helpers);  
 
4) Greet the Community of the Archangels of Creation; 
 
5) Set Connections with the Angels of the Higher Laws (Angels of High Magic); 
 
6) Find our Space - take a few moments to become aware of our body & spirit; 
 
7) Ground, ground the room, center, run energy;  
 
8) Perform Ki-Breathing;  
 
9) Prayer of the evening – St. Theresa’s Prayer; 
 
10) Take a Moment to Express Gratitude; 
 
11) A Metaphysical Healing Utilizing High Magic and the Path of the Soul’s Journey 

Through the Planetary Spheres; 
 
12) Perform grounding and centering;   
 
13) Perform Ki-Breathing; 
 
14) Perform Golden Sun Fill-Up; 
 
15) Close (with thanks) the Open Healing Evening;  
 
16) Closing Prayer 
 



 
St. Theresa’s Prayer 

May today there be peace within.  May we trust our highest power that we are 
exactly where we are meant to be. May we not forget the infinite possibilities 

that are born of faith. May we use those gifts that we have received, and pass on 
the love that has been given to us. May we be content knowing we are children 
of God. Let his presence settle into our bones, and allow our soul the freedom 

to sing, dance, praise and love. It is there for each and every one of us.  

 
 
 

   Closing Prayer 
 

Peace is in the heaven; peace is on the earth; and in the waters. 
The herbs, the plants and the trees are all full of peace. 

The Gods are peaceful. 
Everything in the universe is pervaded by peace. 

May this eternal, universal peace enter our souls and being. 
Peace, peace, peace be unto us all.    -   Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



A Metaphysical Healing Utilizing High Magic and the 
Path of the Soul’s Journey Through the Planetary 

Spheres  
 

 
Introduction 
 
In today's Open Healing Evening, we shall be the recipients of a healing that occurs 
during the period of transition from our previous incarnation into this current 
incarnation. We shall perform this healing conforming with the system described by 
Rudolf Steiner for the journey of the Soul between lives, that is, as a passage through 
the spheres of the planet world. This he published in The Supersensible Man, seven 
lectures held by Rudolf Steiner in The Hague in 1923. Bernard Lievegoed further 
elucidated upon these ideas of Rudolf Steiner in his book Man on the Threshold 
(translated from the Dutch Mens Op De Drempel). 
 
The intention of tonight’s healing shall be threefold: first, to release the shock and 
trauma that we carried with us from the previous life into this life; second, to dissolve 
thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries of ours created in the previous life; third, 
to metaphysically re-form the body and character via the journey through the 
planetary spheres. In working in this manner, we will not only be releasing the shock 
and trauma and the thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries in the present time; 
but metaphysically and spiritually releasing them before they ever entered into us this 
life time. This provides the promise of producing some very profound shifts.  

 
 
Discussion 
 
During its journey between lives through the planetary spheres, the soul of the human 
undergoes a form of dissolution and then, when ready, a reformation. Using the tools 
and powers of High Magic, and the Angels of High Magic, we shall enact a healing 
during this period of passage.  
 
The planetary spheres 
 
Each planetary sphere exhibits particular qualities of forces. After death, on the way 
“up”, man discards certain characteristics that have been acquired during the previous 
life. And, during the journey of reincarnation, the soul acquires characteristics 
required for the impending human life in order to give karma its instrumental 
foundation. 
 
Upon death, the soul’s journey commences in the sphere of the earth and then passes 
through the planetary spheres in the following order: the moon sphere, the Mercury 
sphere, the Venus sphere, the sun sphere, the Mars sphere, the Jupiter sphere, the 



Saturn sphere, and then finally beyond the planetary spheres. This period beyond the 
planetary spheres Rudolf Steiner has called “the world midnight hour” whereas I 
prefer to call it the journey into the “transcendental sun”. When the impulse for 
reincarnation occurs, this journey occurs in reverse until the soul enters into the earth 
sphere; namely: through the Saturn sphere, the Jupiter sphere, the Mars sphere, the 
sun sphere, the Venus sphere, the Mercury sphere, the moon sphere, and finally back 
to the earth sphere.  
 
The planetary spheres are continuously exerting an influence on the human; in life, in 
the transition after death, and in the incarnation process. During one’s incarnated life, 
the qualities of the planets manifest in the physical body and, via astral body, 
influence one’s character. The nature of a person’s becoming in life may be viewed as a 
blending of the different qualities of these planetary spheres. Additionally, these 
planets function to build qualities into the incarnating human. Individual souls, 
reforming during the pathway of incarnation, shall acquire not only various qualities 
but also specified quantities of sphere material while in each planetary sphere. 
Depending on the relative quantities of each, an individual may be characterized by the 
dominant planetary influences and by planetary deficiencies. Additionally, different 
organs are related to the planetary influences, and from a metaphysical perspective, 
some will play a more dominant role in the life of the individual than others. 
 
Saturn is the planet of death and resurrection. During incarnation, Saturn leads to a 
densification and crystallization of the incarnation of spirit seed. In dissolution, the 
earth experience is sacrificed to spirit becoming.    
 
Jupiter forces during incarnation operate upon the “severe” spiritual forms rounding 
them off with a plastic beauty. The forces manifest in ensouled movement in which 
man becomes visible in social life and may become visible in the arts such as painting 
and drama. In dissolution, that which is related to beauty is stripped out of the soul. 
 
With Mars incarnating, a forceful movement in space results, which then manifests and 
becomes visible as growth. Mars forces result in creations based on a resistance to 
movement, such as the sound of talking.  
 
Sun incarnating represents a gathering up and a centering to a point, while sun in 
dissolution represents an expanding into infinity. This expanding and contraction 
process is performed as spirals. 
 
Venus incarnating forces are concerned with the creation of an environment, the 
making of a space in which something else may develop. It is a caring attitude. Venus 
forces result in the quality of listening. 
 
Mercury incarnating forces demonstrates movement and adaptability. Mercury forces 
result in the form that arises from converging flows. A healing force arises in the 
ability of Mercury to bring about meetings in the social domain.  



  
Moon incarnating is the carrier of heredity. It brings expansive growth and finds its 
limit in the skin. People with strong moon forces have beautiful skin and are attractive 
sexually. The forces of the moon relates to the reflective aspect of moon, which 
mirrors the sun. 
 
Individuals may be characterized, in both their strengths and weaknesses, by a 
preponderance of a specific planetary substance. For example, Saturn types are diggers 
for the truth who may have difficulty in taking an interest in everyday matters. Moon 
types of the incarnating type may only be interested in externals, such as an obsession 
with the surface quality of glamour, with emptiness inside, and in the security of 
repetitive routine; while the excarnating type may become a fact remembering “know it 
all“ who hasn‘t an original thought of his own. A pure moon type may become lost in 
fantasy devoid of meaning while the Saturn type may get stuck in the search for 
meaning. Moon and Saturn qualities weave together to provide a balancing and 
harmony. Likewise, Jupiter and Mercury; and Mars and Venus are paired.    

 
A metaphysical healing through the spheres from death to rebirth enables a 
rebalancing of the planetary qualities and quantities via the exposure to the planetary 
forces. This can serve to balance to the qualities of the physical body and on the 
characteristics of the personality. 
 
Magical Statues 

 
The realm of Spiritual Magic (High Magic) provides many powers, laws, and tools in 
which one may be enabled to receive various forms of spiritual experience and to 
perform various sorts of spiritual healings. The Law of Symbols is commonly 
employed when an experience at a distance is desired, whether the distance is in 
physical terms or in inner plane terms. The Law of Symbols states: that at a certain 
elevated level of consciousness, Symbols and Reality are one. Then when one is able to 
symbolizes an inner plane reality, the symbol and the reality it represents become one. 
Work on the Symbol becomes work on that which is symbolized. Symbols may be 
many things – a ring, a picture, a seal, a name, a thought form, or a statue. This 
Symbol may exist in physical form, or it may be created and reside in the inner planes. 
 
The Magical Statue is a very powerful and effective expression of the Law of Symbols. 
When a Magical Statue is created for an individual, then whatever force, power, energy, 
or force field is applied to the Magical Statue is automatically and immediately 
transferred to and experienced by the individual who has been symbolized by the 
Magical Statue. The creation of a Magical Statue may be for the entire individual or it 
may be for an aspect. Thus a Magical Statue may be created to symbolize the soul that 
journeys from death in one life until reincarnation in the ensuing life. The Angels of 
High Magic shall be used to create and station the Magical Statue.  
 
The Healing Powers 



 
The Angels of High Magic and the healing tools shall constitute the healing powers in 
this Open Healing Evening. The specific healing tools that shall be employed shall be:  
the Magic Circle, the Magic Lamp, Magic Incense, the Magic Wand, the Magic Sword, the 
Magic Cauldron, and the Magic Cup.  
 
The Angels of High Magic shall transport the Magical Statue with the Magical Tools 
through the planetary spheres. They shall also direct the application of the Magical 
Tools. 
 
The Magical Tools shall function as follows: 
Two Magic Circles – an inner one to define the space of the Magical Statue and outer 
one to define the metaphysical space. The Magical Tools shall be resident in the space 
between the two Magical Circles. 
Magic Lamp – shall shine its light on the shock and trauma energies, pictures, etc.; and 
on thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. The Magic Lamp shall automatically 
change color through the entire color spectrum. 
Magic Incense – shall as it burns both “bring to light” certain shock and trauma 
energies, pictures, etc., and the thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries; and then 
to dissolve some of these. 
Magic Cauldron – Dissolves shock and trauma energies, pictures, etc.; and dissolves 
thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. 
Magic Wand – Moves from the Magical Statue to the Magic Cauldron the shock and 
trauma energies, pictures, etc., and the thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. 
Magic Sword – cuts anything that inhibits the Magic Wand from performing its 
function. 
Magic Cup – provides healing elixir to wherever it is needed on, in, or around the 
Magical Statue. 
   
A Magic Law – the Magical Law of Microcosm/Macrocosm shall be invoked after the 
entire Healing Journey so that as the healing has been performed on the period 
between the death in the last past life and this current life incarnation, it shall apply to 
the period between all deaths and ensuing incarnations.      
 
 
 
 
_____________________ 
Note: The subject of Magical Angels, Magical Statues, and Magic Tool is given in a 
Spiritual-Arts Academy Class:  HIGH MAGIC -  THE PRACTICE OF THE HIGHER LAWS  
 
 
 
 
 



Practice  
 
Step 1: Initial Connections 
 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to connect each Participant to a complete set 
of Magic Tools. Let us relax, close our eyes, and enter into ten-minute meditation.  
 
 
Step 2: Creation and Stationing of Magical Statues 

 
A Magical Statue shall be created and stationed in the Causal Plane.  
 
A) Request the Angels of High Magic to set up a Magic Circle in the Causal Plane.  
 
B) Request the Angels of High Magic to create a Magical Statue within the Circle in the 
Causal Plane. This Magical Statue shall represent a composite of the individual as a Soul 
and as an entire Being. 
 
C) Request the Angels of High Magic to set up the second Magic Circle in the Causal 
Plane around and concentric to the first Magic Circle. 
 
Let us relax, close our eyes, and enter into ten-minute meditation as this work is being 
performed. 
 
 
Step 3: Calling in of the Magic Tools 
 
A) Request your Angels of High Magic to connect you with a set of Magic Tools 
 
B) Request your Angels of High Magic to station the magic tools within the space 
between the two Magic Circles. 
 
 
Step 4: Commence and Perform the Healing of Magical Statues 

 
Ai) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of the 
moon within the Causal Plane at the point in space/time of the death in the previous 
past life.   
 
Aii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of the moon of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 

 



Bi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of 
Mercury within the Causal Plane.   
 
Bii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Mercury of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed.   

 
Ci) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Venus 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Cii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Venus of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 
 
Di) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of the 
sun within the Causal Plane.   
 
Dii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of the sun of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 
 
Ei) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Mars 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Eii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Mars of all that is related to shock and trauma; 
and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic Tools to 
perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this work is 
being performed. 
 
Fi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Jupiter 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Fii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Jupiter of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 

 



Gi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Saturn 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Gii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Saturn of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 
 
Hi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the Transcendental 
Sun.   
 
Hii) Tune in, be still, relax, let us close our eyes, lightly breathe, and be in meditation for 
10-15 minutes. 
 
Ii) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Saturn 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Iii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Saturn of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 

 
Ji) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Jupiter 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Jii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Jupiter of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 

 
Ki) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Mars 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Kii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Mars of all that is related to shock and trauma; 
and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic Tools to 
perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this work is 
being performed. 
 
Li) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of the 
sun within the Causal Plane.   
 



Lii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of the sun of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 

 
Mi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of Venus 
within the Causal Plane.   
 
Mii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Venus of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 

 
Ni) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of 
Mercury within the Causal Plane.   
 
Nii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of Mercury of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed.   
 
Oi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of the 
moon within the Causal Plane.   
 
Oii) Request the Angels of High Magic to empower the Magic Tools to clear, cleanse, and 
heal the Magical Statue in the sphere of the moon of all that is related to shock and 
trauma; and all thought-forms, elementals, and elementaries. Then request the Magic 
Tools to perform this function.  Let us relax, close our eyes, and be in meditation as this 
work is being performed. 
 
Pi) Request the Angels of High Magic to move the Magical Statue to the sphere of earth 
within the Causal Plane at the point in space/time of incarnation into this present life.   
 
Pii) Tune in, be still, relax, let us close our eyes, lightly breathe, and be in meditation for 
10-15 minutes. 
 
 
Step 5: Activating the Law of Microcosm/Macrocosm 

 
Request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Magical Law of Microcosm/Macrocosm 
so that as the healing has been performed on the period between the death in the last 



past life and this current life incarnation, it shall apply to the period between all ending 
of life and ensuing incarnations.      
 
 
Step 6: Final Completion 

 
A) Request your Angels of High Magic to return to origination your set of Magic Tools 

 
B) Request the Angels of High Magic to release the outermost Magic Circle. 

 
C) Request the Angels of High Magic to dissolve the Magic Statue. 
 
D) Request the Angels of High Magic to release the remaining Magic Circle. 
 


